
She carbon-copies the design onto the Iino in one of four sizes:

squares of 30cm and 1 5cm and rectangles of 30 by 'l 5cm and 1 2

by 1Ocm. She uses only three cutting tool sizes, the numbers 1, 2

and 3.

"When I start cutting the lino design, I end up in a world of my

own and don't go by the design. The tool takes me on its own
journey and I follow with my hand. By the time it's finished, l'm

happy with the design which may be quite different to what I

sketchedl'

After laying out the cloth, she uses a spatula to spread fabric

paint on a glass louvre then a sponge roller to spread the paint

evenly on the lino block. The lino image is first printed at the top
left corner of the fabric place and pressed with a hard roller. She

removes the lino, reapplies the paint and repeats the process,

from top left to top right, top left to top right and so on.

Rosie's three by 4 metre designs on display at GOMA in the

exhibition, "My Country - I Still Call Australia Home, Contemporary

Art from Black Australia i'Torres Strait at war, Shipwrecks and Sea of
Plenty each have up to 1 70 lino prints.

Once Rosie has completed the printing and the fabric paint is

touch dry, the print is then made colour fast after an hour in the

clothes dryer. The paint is set a second time when Rosie irons the

fabric prior to presenting and packaging it for sale.

Rosie's designs are available on Thursday

lsland from her home gallery and the Gab

Titui Culturol Centre. She is working with
Sally Cunninghom, Assistant Curator of the

Art Sectian of the Austrolian War Memorial to

create a'WarTime in theTorres Strait'cloth.

More information can be found at
www. ro s i ewa red es i g n s.co m

Opposite page top left,

Rosie Ware in front of her work, 'ABreath of Lib' , alino

block wall hanging at the Thursday lsland Chtonic Disease

Centre's Reception/Main Waiting area - 2013

Opposite page centre,

Textile length: Sugu (octopusl 1 996

Red commercial cotton fabric, block printed in gold

198 x'112.5cm

Purchased 1998. Queensland Arl Gallery Foundation Grant

Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

This page top left,

Torres Strait at war 2010

Commercial cotton fabric, block and screen printed

400 x 113cm

Iones Slrart al war (detail)

This page centre,

Sea of Plenty

Commercial cotton fabric, block printed

400 x 1 13cm

Sea of P/enty (detail)

This page bottom,

Shrpwrecks (detail)

Shpwrecks 20 10

Commercial cotton fabric, block and screen printed

400 x 11 3cm

Commissioned {or 'Land, Sea and Sky: Contemporary Art

of the Torres Strait lslands'.

Purchased 2011 with funds from Thomas Bradley through

the Queensland Art Galiery Foundation

Collection: Queensland Art Gallery
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